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knowledge, it means that someone has cracked your computer or some of the programs you installed, but the crack didn't use
the MD5 hash of those programs to do the cracking. To verify this, here's an RAR file: If you open it up in a program like
WinRAR, you'll see it's not a "standard" RAR archive but a "cryptorar" archive. This indicates that someone has created a
custom tool that is capable of decrypting and re-encrypting the archive. Such custom tools are not always capable of cracking
non-standard archives, so this may not be what's going on in your case. The only way to truly know is to trace the network traffic
back to the intruder. There are tools available that can do this, though it can be quite complicated and time-consuming. Your
best bet is to be very careful about the files you download. Install only from sources you trust and only for the programs you use.
Don't use third-party file extension monitors to make sure you aren't downloading a trojan horse. Use antivirus and an updated
anti-malware program on your computer. Carefully scan all of your installed files and periodically re-scan them on a new clean
install of Windows. Anything you're not sure about, don't install it. Don't download from online sites unless you know who they
are and what they do. Don't give away your personal information, even in the form of comments or answers. Finally, while you
may be a victim of a file that was cracked, make sure you also consider the possibility that the person may have just have
created a file specifically to annoy you. A: Is software copyright infringement the term you're looking for? ) JLF — Questlove
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